Abstract-Fingerprint images generally contain either a single fingerprint (e.g., rolled images) or a set of nonoverlapped fingerprints (e.g., slap fingerprints). However, there are situations where several fingerprints overlap on top of each other. Such situations are frequently encountered when latent (partial) fingerprints are lifted from crime scenes or residue fingerprints are left on fingerprint sensors. Overlapped fingerprints constitute a serious challenge to existing fingerprint recognition algorithms, since these algorithms are designed under the assumption that fingerprints have been properly segmented. In this paper, a novel algorithm is proposed to separate overlapped fingerprints into component or individual fingerprints. The basic idea is to first estimate the orientation field of the given image with overlapped fingerprints and then separate it into component orientation fields using a relaxation labeling technique. We also propose an algorithm to utilize fingerprint singularity information to further improve the separation performance. Experimental results indicate that the algorithm leads to good separation of overlapped fingerprints that leads to a significant improvement in the matching accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

F
INGERPRINT refers to the friction ridge skin on a human finger or its impression. A fingerprint is a type of oriented texture with locally smooth and intervening ridges and valleys. Fingerprints are claimed to be both unique and permanent, making it an ideal biometric trait for person identification [2] . In fact, fingerprint recognition has been used by law enforcement agencies all over the world to identify suspects and victims for more than a century. Fingerprint matchers (manual or automatic) are mainly based on extracting and comparing characteristic points (minutiae) of ridges. As a result, reliable ridge extraction is very important for successful matching. Existing ridge extraction algorithms [3] work very well when ridge structures are well defined or the noise in fingerprint image is not significant. However, there exist many challenging situations, overlapped fingerprints being one of them [see Fig. 1(a) ], where state-of-the-art matchers do not perform very well. Overlapped images are mainly encountered in latent fingerprints lifted from crime scenes [4] . When the same surface is touched by two fingers, the developed latent image may contain overlapped fingerprints. Overlapping may also occur in live-scan fingerprint images when the surface of fingerprint sensors contains the residue of fingerprints of previous users. Fig. 1 shows an overlapped fingerprint image and its skeleton image extracted by a well-known commercial fingerprint recognition algorithm, VeriFinger 6.2 SDK [5] . As shown in Fig. 1(b) , VeriFinger is unable to successfully segment the two component fingerprints and fails to extract ridges in the overlapped region. This example indicates that overlapped fingerprints constitute a serious challenge to the state-of-the-art fingerprint recognition algorithms. Manually marking features in overlapped fingerprints is also very difficult even for latent experts. Although a basic Fourier domain band-stop filtering technique can be used to remove overlapping repetitive lines in latent images [6] , [7] separating overlapped fingerprints, which are not composed of straight lines, is much more complicated. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a technique that can automatically separate overlapped fingerprints into their individual fingerprints to improve the matching performance.
Forensic scientists have proposed a method to separate overlapped latent fingerprints using gold nanomaterial [8] during the latent development stage. While this technology is very interesting, it is not convenient and only works for a specific type of overlapped latent fingerprints, where component fingerprints are assumed to be covered with different lipids. A more universal and convenient solution is to develop an image processing algorithm to perform the separation task. Such an algorithm will not only benefit fingerprint recognition systems, but will also simplify manual feature marking as well. Fan et al. [9] proposed an algorithm to separate overlapped fingerprints based on image enhancement using a manually marked orientation field. However, it is very tedious and time-consuming for the user to manually mark the orientation field of each component fingerprint in the overlapped fingerprint image. Geng et al. [10] proposed to use morphological component analysis to separate overlapped fingerprints. However, experimental results showed that their algorithm can only separate that component fingerprint which dominates the overlapped image. Overlapped fingerprint separation is analogous to the cocktail-party problem in automatic speech recognition [11] . Singh et al. [12] suggested the use of independent component analysis (ICA) to separate overlapped fingerprints, but they did not provide a separation algorithm. A common limitation of all these studies is that they were evaluated using a small number of example images and no objective evaluation was performed to determine whether the separation algorithms improved the matching accuracy, which is the ultimate goal.
In this paper, we present an algorithm to separate overlapped fingerprints and evaluate it using both real overlapped latent fingerprints and simulated overlapped fingerprints. The algorithm is based on the following two assumptions, which are both reasonable and practical:
1) The overlapped fingerprint image consists of at most two fingerprints. An overlapped fingerprint image with more than two component fingerprints is very difficult to separate even for fingerprint experts (see Fig. 2 for an example). 2) There are differences between the orientation fields of the two component fingerprints in the overlapped area. In other words, the components are identifiable. The proposed algorithm consists of three steps: 1) An initial orientation field of the given overlapped image is estimated using local Fourier analysis [13] . The initial block-wise orientation field is an ( is the size of the block-wise image) matrix, recording at most two dominant orientations in each block. 2) A relaxation labeling method [14] , [15] is employed to label the initial orientation field into two classes. Based on the labeling result, the initial orientation field is decomposed into two component orientation fields and , each of size .
3) The two component fingerprints are separated by enhancing the overlapped fingerprint image using Gabor filters tuned to these two component orientation fields. The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II estimates the initial orientation field of the given overlapped fingerprint image. In Section III, a relaxation labeling technique is proposed to decompose the initial orientation field. Section IV discusses the contextual enhancement scheme to separate the fingerprints based on the component orientation fields. Section V proposes an algorithm to utilize fingerprint singularity information to improve the separation performance. Experimental results are presented in Section VI. We present conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section VII.
II. ESTIMATING INITIAL ORIENTATION FIELD
A fingerprint orientation field is a matrix, whose value at denotes the dominant ridge orientation at point [2] . The orientation field of an overlapped fingerprint image is different from the orientation field of a single fingerprint image in that it contains one dominant orientation in the nonoverlapped regions and two dominant orientations in the overlapped region. In this study, we assume that the region masks of the component fingerprints in the given overlapped fingerprint image have been manually marked. 1 The overlapped region can be easily obtained by finding the intersection of two fingerprint region masks. Therefore, the problem of initial orientation field estimation is to estimate one dominant ridge orientation in nonoverlapped fingerprint regions and two dominant ridge orientations in the overlapped region. The initial orientation field together with region masks provide all the information which is required by the subsequent orientation field separating algorithm.
Traditional orientation field estimation algorithms [2] , [16] , [17] consist of two steps: initial estimation (i.e., using a gradient-based method), followed by orientation field regularization. Regularization may be done by a simple averaging filter or complicated global model-based methods [16] , [17] . But, for overlapped fingerprints which have ridges of two different orientations in the overlapped area, the initial orientation field obtained by gradient-based methods may be a random mix of the orientation fields of the two component fingerprints which cannot be resolved by existing regularization algorithms.
In order to extract the orientation fields of the two component fingerprints in the overlapped region, we use the local Fourier analysis method [13] to estimate the initial orientation field. An overlapped fingerprint image is divided into nonoverlapping blocks of 16 16 pixels. Since the ridge structure in a block can be approximated by a 2-D sine wave, the task of estimating local ridge orientation is transformed to estimating the parameters of sine wave in each block. Centered at each block, the local image in the 64 64 window is multiplied by a bivariate isotropic Gaussian function . The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the resulting image is computed and the amplitude of low-frequency components (points within three pixels from the center in the frequency domain) is set to 0. In the frequency domain, one or two (one for the nonoverlapped region and two for the overlapped region) local maxima points with the largest amplitude are found. Each of these points corresponds to a 2-D sine wave , where , , , and represent the amplitude, frequency, orientation, and phase, respectively. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The initial orientation field consists of two orientations in each overlapped block and one orientation in each nonoverlapped block (as shown in Fig. 5 ). Fig. 6 shows that the amplitude of sine waves is not effective for separating the two orientation fields, since the ridge pattern of one fingerprint is not always stronger than the other in the overlapped region. To better separate overlapped orientation fields, it is necessary to utilize contextural information. 
III. SEPARATING OVERLAPPED ORIENTATION FIELD
The initial orientation field contains two dominant orientations in each 16 16 overlapped block. We now propose a relax- ation labeling algorithm to separate it into two different orientation fields which correspond to the two component fingerprints.
A. Relaxation Labeling
Relaxation labeling is a generic name for a family of iterative algorithms which perform function optimization, based on local information [18] . It has been widely used in many different domains such as image processing, pattern recognition, and artificial intelligence [15] . See [19] and [20] for more details.
Relaxation labeling, as the name suggests, was proposed as a method for solving labeling problems in computer vision [21] . The relaxation labeling literature contains a variety of different algorithms (a survey and an extensive bibliography is given in [19] ). In this paper, we use Rosenfeld et al.'s formulation [22] .
Consider a labeling problem with objects and labels . A labeling is a function from the set of objects to the set of labels . With each object by means of some local measurements we associate a probability vector , where , for , and , , for . Here, is the probability with which label is associated with object . Let denote a label assignment of objects. It is assumed that object labels do not occur independently of each other. The domain knowledge relevant to the problem is specified through a set of compatibility functions, , , and . It is a matrix defined as
can be thought of as the degree of compatibility (specified locally) between object-label pairs and
: large values indicate high compatibility and small values indicate incompatibility. The collection of , , and constitutes the compatibility block matrix denoted as
Relaxation labeling computes the label assignment iteratively until it is convergent [23] . At the th iteration, a label probability vector is associated with each object , . The process starts with some initial set of probabilities , obtained through noisy measurements on the objects. The algorithm specifies how the label probabilities are updated at each instant as summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Relaxation Labeling Algorithm
Initialization: set , obtain initial label probabilities: , as an object . Thus the object set is , and the label set is . To separate the initial orientation field , we need to label each object of with exactly one label of .
2) Building Compatibility Coefficients: It is widely known that the performance of relaxation process is greatly affected by the choice of compatibility coefficients. Since relaxation labeling is based on local (contextual) information, an object (namely ; for clarity we use instead of ) is only supported by its neighborhood. The compatibility coefficient matrix between two objects and is defined as if or otherwise (3) where is the support when objects and have the same label, and is the support for different labels. In other words, is the support when orientations Fig. 9. (a) Boundary between the overlapped region and one of the two nonoverlapped regions of Fig. 1(a); (b) boundary between the overlapped region and the other nonoverlapped region. 
The purpose of the labeling is to obtain the two component orientation fields. Thus and , , should be set to different labels. Let , and , then we have which are defined as (6) Equation (6) states that objects and have support 0 when they have the same label, and 1 for different labels.
Up to now, we have not discussed the compatibility coefficient matrix of an object itself. Since an object itself has no information to support any label, is set as
To sum up, (3), (6) , and (7) give the definition of compatibility coefficients.
It should be mentioned that the separation is only performed in the overlapped region due to the following two considerations. First, there is only one orientation in the nonoverlapped region. Second, processing only the overlapped region can save much computation time. Fig. 7 shows four intermediate separating results of Fig. 5(b) by relaxation labeling. Only the two orientation fields in the overlapped area are shown, with each column showing the intermediate steps. As can be observed, orientation field separation results improve gradually with the number of iterations. Using relaxation labeling, the initial orientation field in the overlapped area is correctly separated into two component orientation fields [Figs. 8(a) and (b) ].
3) Merging Orientation Fields: The two separated orientation fields in the overlapped area should be merged with the Fig. 1(a) . two orientation fields in the nonoverlapped area to finalize the orientation field separation process. Fig. 8 shows the four orientation fields and the corresponding region masks. Denote the two overlapped orientation fields by where is a parameter that controls the width of the boundary; in this study blocks. Fig. 9 shows the two boundaries of the overlapped fingerprint image in Fig. 1(a) . Now we try to find which one of the two possible combinations should be chosen to merge the orientation fields. The two possible combinations are: (i) with and with , and (ii) with and with , as shown in Fig. 10 . For each combination, we compute the compatibility defined as (9) and (10) where and are dilated [24] from and , respectively, is defined in (5), and and are defined as (11) and (12) If , we choose the first combination; otherwise, choose the second combination. For this example, , , thus we choose the second combination as show in Figs. 10(c) and (d) . After obtaining the two component orientation fields, an averaging filter is used to remove noise in each of the two orientation fields, and the resulting component orientation fields are shown in Fig. 11 .
IV. SEPARATING OVERLAPPED FINGERPRINTS
Given the component ridge orientation fields, we estimate the ridge frequency map of each component fingerprint using the method proposed in [3] . Given the ridge orientation field and ridge frequency map, Gabor filtering [25] can connect broken ridges and remove intervening ridges. Fig. 12 shows that this procedure successfully separates the two overlapping fingerprints.
Additional results on latent images containing overlapped fingerprints are shown in Fig. 13 . Each row corresponds to an overlapped latent fingerprint image. The first column [ Fig. 13(a) The above algorithm does not perform very well when the singularity region of component fingerprints is overlapped. An example is given in Fig. 14 to show this phenomenon. The underlying cause of this problem is that the relaxation labeling algorithm is solely based on local continuity of orientation field. As a result, it has a good labeling performance when the ridge orientation field of fingerprint is continuous. However, when the orientation field changes abruptly, for example near the singular points, it does not perform well. To make things more challenging, a part of the singularity region of one fingerprint may have an orientation field that is compatible with the other fingerprint.
We now explore how to utilize the fingerprint singularity information, if available, to assist in the orientation field separation.
V. UTILIZING SINGULAR POINTS
We assume that the singular points (core and delta) have been marked manually for each component fingerprint in the input overlapped area. Manual marking of singular points is a common practice in latent fingerprint community [4] . As proposed in [26] , a fingerprint orientation field can be decomposed into singular orientation field and continuous orientation field (13) The singular orientation field is defined by the Zero-Pole model proposed by Sherlock and Monro [27] as (14) where , are the core and delta points in the fingerprint. The continuous orientation field is defined by (15) Note that the continuous orientation field is smooth everywhere. This suggests that we should use the continuous orientation field rather than the original orientation field for relaxation labeling. Singular points are incorporated into the relaxation labeling algorithm by modifying the compatibility coefficient matrix in (3) . Suppose the singular orientation fields of two component fingerprints are denoted by and . Then we have four possible continuous orientation fields ( , ), as follows: (16) The compatibility coefficient matrix of (3) 
where ( , ), is defined as (18) where is defined in (5) . and are continuous orientation values normalized to . The relaxation labeling algorithm now has better performance and provides better component fingerprints as shown in Fig. 16 .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ultimate goal of separating overlapped fingerprints is to successfully match the component fingerprint images to the corresponding template fingerprints. While we have visually demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed separating algorithm in preceding sections, we now conduct matching experiments to verify whether the component fingerprints obtained from the separating algorithm can indeed lead to higher matching accuracy than directly using the input overlapped fingerprint for matching.
We use two impressions (no. 3 and no. 4) of fingerprints in FVC2002 DB1 database to construct overlapped fingerprints and use impression no. 1 as the template fingerprint. A total of eight overlapped fingerprint images were simulated and classified into two groups. In the first group of four examples, the overlapped region does not contain any singularity or the singularities have little impact on the separating performance, while in the second group, singularities have a large impact on the separating performance. These two groups of examples and their separating results obtained by using the two separating algorithms (with/without singularity) are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Each row corresponds to one example of overlapped fingerprint. The first column shows the simulated overlapped fingerprint images. The second and third columns contain the separated fingerprints without using the singularity information. The last two columns show the separated fingerprints when singularity information is utilized. Using the VeriFinger 6.2 SDK, two sets of matching experiments are performed for each overlapped image in the two groups. In the first set of experiments, the overlapped fingerprint, component fingerprint #1 without using singularity, and component fingerprint #1 using singularity are all matched to template fingerprint #1. In the second set of experiments, the overlapped fingerprint, component fingerprint #2 without using singularity, and component fingerprint #2 using singularity are all matched to template fingerprint #2. The eight matching scores (including the two matching scores between the original component fingerprint and the template fingerprint as a reference) for each of the four examples in the two groups are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 .
The matching results for the first group in Fig. 19 show that the scores using separated fingerprints are generally higher than those obtained by directly using the overlapped fingerprint image except for one case (example #2) where the separation algorithm using singularity leads to a slight drop in matching score. This illustrates the practical value of the proposed overlapped fingerprints separating algorithm. Since the singular points are at the edge of the overlapped area or outside the overlapped area, the impact of the singular points is small in this group of overlapped images. Thus the results of the two separating algorithms are quite similar, which can be seen in Fig. 19 .
The second group of overlapped fingerprints is more challenging than the first group. The separation algorithm without singularity information leads to improvement in the matching scores of four component fingerprints, but reduces the scores of the other four component fingerprints. In contrast, the separation algorithm with singularity information improves the matching scores of seven of the eight component fingerprints. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed separating algorithm using singularity information. The one case where both separation algorithms fail is case #4 (the fourth row in Fig. 18 ). This is because in some regions of this image, the orientation fields of the two component fingerprints are not separable, which violates the assumption made in our separation algorithm.
We also applied our algorithm on four overlapped latent fingerprints (courtesy of Eric Widman, West Virginia University who collected these latents and their mated rolled fingerprints). These images are generally of poorer image quality than simulated ones. The separating results obtained by using the two algorithms (with/without singularity) are shown in Fig. 21 . Each column corresponds to one overlapped latent image. The first row shows the overlapped latent fingerprint images. The second and third rows contain the template fingerprints. The fourth and fifth rows contain the separated fingerprints without using the singularity information. The last two rows show the separated fingerprints when singularity information is utilized. The matching result in Fig. 22 shows that the proposed separating algorithm improves the matching scores of six component fingerprints. For the other two component fingerprints, there is no improvement in the matching scores. In the third example, since the two component orientation fields are almost the same (thus not separable) in the upper part of the fingers, only one component fingerprint is successfully separated.
The proposed separating algorithm was also tested on a larger dataset simulated using fingerprints in FVC2002 DB1_B. A total of 100 overlapped fingerprints were simulated by overlapping the impression no. 3 of each of the ten different fingers with the impression no. 4 of each finger. 2 Before overlapping, the two images were rotated to meet the assumption that there are differences between the orientation fields of the two component fingerprints in the overlapped area. For each of the 100 overlapped fingerprints, VeriFinger matcher was used to match the overlapped image, and two separated fingerprints with/without singularity information to the other six impressions of the same finger. Note that no impostor matches have been conducted because the matching score of VeriFinger is linked to the false accept rate (FAR). Fig. 23 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of three types of matching scenarios. We can observe from the figure that the proposed separating algorithm significantly improves the matching accuracy of overlapped fingerprints. Further, the use of singularity information leads to better separating performance of several overlapped fingerprints.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusions
Overlapped fingerprints are frequently encountered in latent fingerprint images collected at crime scenes. However, separating overlapped fingerprints is a very challenging problem for the state-of-the-art automatic fingerprint recognition systems as well as human fingerprint experts. We have proposed a novel algorithm for separating overlapped fingerprints. By applying a relaxation labeling method on the initial orientation field obtained by local Fourier analysis, we extract the two component orientation fields. The two component fingerprints are separated by filtering the overlapped fingerprint image using Gabor filters tuned to the component orientation fields. Satisfactory results were obtained on latent overlapped fingerprints. The proposed algorithm will enable automatic fingerprint recognition systems to process and match overlapped fingerprints and will be a valuable tool for latent fingerprint examiners to mark features in latents.
B. Future Work
This study can be extended along the following directions: 1) The proposed algorithm assumes that the component orientation fields should be different or completely separable in the overlapped region. This may not always be the case. The algorithm needs to be improved to handle the more general case. 2) The current algorithm requires manually marked region masks (region of interest or ROI) and singular points as input. We plan to develop a fully automatic overlapped fingerprint separating algorithm. 3) Image quality of the overlapped fingerprints used in the current experiments is relatively good. We are in the process of collecting additional latent overlapped fingerprints of various quality that are lifted using different latent development methods.
